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Cover Story

Actor: Tina Kilberg 
    IG: tinakilberg 

    WB: www.tinakilberg.com 
Photographer: Ivan Weiss 

    IG: ivanweiss.london 
    FB: https://www.facebook.com/ivanweiss.london/ 

    WB: http://ivanweiss.london 
    TW: https://twitter.com/IvanWeissLondon
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THE STYLE RESEARCHER 
Magazine was established 
online in 2015 as a magazine 
specialized in reportage from 
the backstage of the Milan 
Fashion Week; since the 
beginning, the magazine has 
been accredited by the National 
Chamber of Italian Fashion 
(Camera Nazionale della 
Moda Italiana), the maximum 
Italian authority in Fashion. 
Now the magazine covers three 
key sections, Fashion & Beauty, 
Travels & Lifestyle, Art & 
Photography. Everything in the 
Magazine is an homage to the 
beauty of photography, united 
with exclusive interviews or 
columns. The editors of THE 
STYLE RESEARCHER 
Magazine are present now, 
with their acquired experience, 
in the Fashion Weeks in Los 
Angeles, NYC, and more, 

to ensure to the readers 
a timeless and up-to-date 
elegance on each of our pages.

Note: The Style Researcher 
Magazine has not applied 
for benefits, grants or public 
benefits from the government 
or the county. The magazine 
does not have a periodicity, 
but it is created if there 
is sufficient material to 
compose an edition suitable 
for the proposed artistic 
theme. The place and year 
of publication are indicated, 
with MagCloud printer/
publisher, and a preferred 
glossy paper. The Web Blog 
contains, like the magazine, 
continuous references to the 
fight that we are all obliged 
to wage, against all forms of 
discrimination, in the name 
of artists and their diversity.
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Julienne by Raimondo Rossi
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A path to get closer to the essence of photography, guided by the 
photos and the words of Raimondo Rossi, the Italian photog-
rapher praised by many critics, like the journalists of Rolling 
Stone, Vogue, and Modern Photography. A must-have book for 
students and professionals, structured through some pictures 
published on his Vogue page, and here printed in a classic matt 
paper, as a tribute to that authentic and early photography, 

which in modern times is almost forgotten.

“In addition to the video, there are also photographs in which 
the look into the camera reaches the highest peaks in terms of 
emotion, intensity and truth, without the need of filters. We are 
talking about the shots of Raimondo Rossi, aka Ray Morrison”. 

(Selene Oliva, Camera Look, Vogue Italy)

“One of the most original authors in the whole sector. Mor-
rison’s photography is always enriched with a personal and 
authorial vision, where observation and interpretation of the 
human side of the fashion world are elements at the centre of 

his artistic research”. (Alessandro Curti, Rolling Stone)

AVAILABLE IN

ABEBOOKS.COM (VICTORIA, CANADA, DÜSSELDORF, UE)
ADLIBRIS (SWEDEN, UE)
BLACKWELL’S BOOKSHOP (OXFORD, UK)
BARNES & NOBLE (USA)
BOOKS-A-MILLION (USA)
BOL (GERMANY)
POWELL’S BOOKS, INC. (PORTLAND, USA)
RIA CHRISTIE COLLECTIONS (UXBRIDGE, UK)
TARGET (USA)

AND MORE.

Ratings:    5/5 Barnes & Noble      5/5 Target      5/5 Bol.com
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Tina Kilberg
When Looks Can Kill 

This month we had the pleasure to interview 
Tina Kilberg and talk about everything from 
acting to the whole world beyond it. The 
editorial features beautiful photos of Tina shot 

by Ivan Weiss.

Hello Tina and welcome to The 
Style Researcher. We love you 
and your style. As someone 

who previously mediated between 
Vancouver and LA, you’ve decided 
to migrate to Europe for some time. 
Do you think actors can experience 
success beyond Hollywood and the 
West Coast?

Hello guys. Thank you. It is a pleasure 
talking with you. Every actor goes 
through phases in their career and 
needs to take some lessons - this is 
my time to learn about the process of 
auditioning and working on TV. It’s not 
something I see myself doing forever 
- as I do want to get back into films 
and digital series at some point - but 
it’s definitely a stepping stone for now. 
I wouldn’t encourage my younger self 

to move to LA to become an actor - it 
only leads to disappointment if you’re 
getting started. LA only makes room 
for established talent.

Would you ever see yourself moving 
to LA on a full-time basis in the future?

I sure hope so. I remember my last 
flight from LA to Vancouver so vividly. 
It’s very hard for me to accept that 
I’ve left LA, mainly because I can 
shut my eyes and remember every 
street, corner, billboard and face in 
East Hollywood. My current life is a 
phase where I’ve taken time needed 
to myself. It is only my return to 
Hollywood where I’ll feel alive again 
- I’m only hoping I’ll be a stronger 
version of myself that can overcome 
the strange and dangerous valleys of 
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Hollyweird.

What’s the major difference 
you’ve noticed between 
actors in LA and actors in 
Greece?

Actors in LA are always 
working 2-3 jobs so they can 
save up money for headshots 
- Greek actors either have 
none, or go for the old 
school b&w type. Although 
both cities are built upon 
nepotism and networks, the 
way actors approach the 
industry between LA and 
Greece is incredibly different. 
You would’ve thought that 
you were observing two 
entirely different fields of 
entertainment, if not time 
periods!

What’s an ideal quality you 
look for in collaborators?

Anyone who’s versatile. Film 
work is a very hands-on job, 
which is why over-planning 
can be very inefficient. For 
this reason, I’m drawn to 
people who encompass 
a sense of confidence in 
the unknown. They seem 
to already have a sense of 
knowing that things will turn 
out great - that’s such an 
attractive quality to have, 
it’s something I’ve been 
developing myself over the 

last 3 years.

Is there something you 
personally struggle with in 
acting?

A major obstacle of mine is 
having to neglect everything 
I learned about the film 
industry in Vancouver 
and LA, which includes 
technical aspects of acting. 
Greek directors tend to 
encourage actors to deliver 
their lines very fast, which 
was something I was 
discouraged to do for years, 
dating back to my training. 
I’m still a believer that an 
actor needs to walk through 
a particular pace and take 
their time with line delivery. 
The biggest struggle, in 
this situation, is to trust the 
directors regardless and do 
what they ask.

Do you ever worry about 
not delivering a good 
performance?

I was only worried about my 
performance during the early 
years, whether I was training 
or working on independent 
film works. I no longer 
concern myself with my 
performance if I’m working 
on a large production. If I 
made it to final cut, then 
somebody in the decision-

Blouse: & Other Stories 
Pants: Tezenis 
Make-Up: 
Radiant Professional, 
Anastasia Beverly Hills, 
Benefit
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Blouse: & Other Stories 
Pants: Tezenis 
Make-Up: 
Radiant Professional, 
Anastasia Beverly Hills, 
Benefit
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Buttoned Shirt: & Other Stories 
Blouse: Stradivarius  
Pants: Tezenis 
Ring: & Other Stories 
Make-Up: Radiant Professional, 
Anastasia Beverly Hills, Benefit
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Actor: Tina Kilberg 
    IG: tinakilberg 

    WB: www.tinakilberg.com 
Photographer: Ivan Weiss 

    IG: ivanweiss.london 
    FB: https://www.facebook.com/ivanweiss.london/ 

    WB: http://ivanweiss.london 
    TW: https://twitter.com/IvanWeissLondon

Blouse: Wolford 
Pants: Zara 

Make-Up: Radiant Professional, Anastasia Beverly Hills, Benefit
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Dress: & Other Stories 
Tights: Tezenis 
Shoes: Philosophy di Lorenzo Serafini  
Ring: & Other Stories 
Make-Up: Radiant Professional, Anastasia 
Beverly Hills, Benefit
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making process decided it was good 
enough to air on TV.

How do you feel about watching 
yourself perform?  

I have a habit of always muting 
my scenes. Given that most of the 
scenes that get sent to me are 
already edited professionally, I never 
have to worry about the sound 
quality. I can only watch my scenes 
- as well as auditions - on mute, as 
this is the only accurate way for me 
to assess the acting.  

Has working on TV established a 
greater sense of stability for you as 
an actor?  

Not entirely. I made my first 
appearance on Cypriot television 
back in November 2020, but still 
struggle to seek work despite my 
contacts. Gaining access to networks 
and circles doesn’t guarantee a 
position for you into a TV Series. 
This was the biggest lesson I learned 
working on TV, mainly because I’ve 
made a large number of contacts, 
yet only a few appearances.   

What other major challenges have 
you faced as a TV actor?

Financial challenges mostly. I’ve had 
to deal with productions that would 
get out of their way to avoid their 
financial obligations by postponing 

payments. A particular production 
went for as long as 4 months to avoid 
paying actors alongside myself. It’s 
essential for actors to recognise the 
value they add to production and use 
any vetoing powers when necessary 
to ensure payment. 

What’s your advice to other 
actors, who are trying to establish 
themselves in the entertainment 
industry?

To create a life for yourself outside 
of acting, whether that’s hobbies, 
social relationships or a second job. 
It’s important to remember that, 
on average, actors are working 3-6 
months if not 9 months throughout 
the year. There will be times where 
you could be inactive for as long as 
3 months. The acting profession can 
bring a lot of pain to an actor who is 
not being valued or hired by industry 
professionals, which is why it’s 
important to find happiness beyond 
this profession. As hard as it may 
be for some of us to accept, acting 
is not everything; there is a whole 
world beyond it.

Thanks a lot Tina. It has been a 
pleasure to get to know you better. 
Our biggest congratulations on your 
professionalism and charm, both as  
a person and as an actress.

Thank you guys. It has been a 
pleasure for me too.
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Dress: Urban Outfitters 
Tights: Wolford 
Ring: & Other Stories 
Make-Up: Radiant Professional, 
Anastasia Beverly Hills, Benefit



Francesco Patané Art
Natura morta

Asfalto e Acrilico su juta
60x60

STILL LIFE
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Tanja SmithTanja Smith
Sophistocated
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Makeup Artist: Leonides Abarca @leomakeup_artist 
Female Model: Tanja Smith @tasha.tanya 

Photographer: Steve Jensen @stevejensen65 
Hair Stylist: Diana Munoz @dianamunoz_073 

Accessory Designer: Lunaversoul @lunaversoul
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Female Model: Tanja Smith
Photographer: Steve Jensen

Accessory Designer: Lunaversoul
Hair Stylist: Diana Munoz

Makeup Artist: Leonides Abarca
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Patrycja Gil

C l o s e  T o  N a t u r e 
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Model: Agata Strzyga @agatakka 
Female Model: Marcelina Kordus @marcelinakordus 

Male Model: Fabian Gołąbek @alpaca_fgolabek 
Model: Weronika Marszałkowska @weercziixx ( 

Makeup Artist: Sandra Winnicka @sanwin.makeup 
Photographer: Patrycja Gil @patrycjaa.gil 

Makeup Artist: Agnieszka Walusińska- Rak @awrmake_up
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Sunglasses Tom Ford 
Shirt Prada 
Suit Etro  
Sandals Louis Vuitton
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Makeup Artist: Sandra Winnicka
Male Model: Fabian Gołąbek
Photographer: Patrycja Gil
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Shirt Prada
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Makeup Artist: Agnieszka Walusińska- Rak
Photographer: Patrycja Gil

Model: Agata Strzyga
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Photographer: Patrycja Gil
Female Model: Marcelina Kordus
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Eternal  FlameEternal  Flame
ARCHANA ANEJAARCHANA ANEJA
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Nandita shining bright in an up-cycled saree, embellished with an original Archana Aneja art 
print. Fashion that is good for the soul and for our mother earth. Captured beautifully by the 
very talented Ricardo Thornton.

Eternal  FlameEternal  Flame
ARCHANA ANEJAARCHANA ANEJA
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Arc hana  Ane j a

Mixed Media Artist/Fashion Designer: 
ARCHANA ANEJA 
    IG: archanaaneja 

    WB: https://www.archanaaneja.com/ 
Photographer: Ricardo Thornton 

    IG: rt_studios1 
Model: Nandita Bajaj 

    IG: bajajnandita

Artist & Fashion Designer: ARCHANA ANEJA @Archanaaneja 
Photographer: RICARDO THORNTON @rt_studios1  

Model: NANDITA BAJAJ @bajajnandita 
Makeup: MELISSA SUMMA SAMAAN 
Jewelry: CHARVI Jewelry Arts & Crafts 

Tailoring: ANDREA FIELDS
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e t e r n a l  f l a m e

Arc hana  Ane j a

Mixed Media Artist/Fashion Designer: 
ARCHANA ANEJA 
    IG: archanaaneja 

    WB: https://www.archanaaneja.com/ 
Photographer: Ricardo Thornton 

    IG: rt_studios1 
Model: Nandita Bajaj 

    IG: bajajnandita
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Uscito nel 2014, il film è un neo-noir Americano 
ambientato a Los Angeles. In questo, il ladro 
Lous “Lou” Bloom (personaggio complesso e 
perfettamente interpretato da Jake Gyllenhaal), 
armatosi di una videocamera e di una radio della 
polizia, inizia a registrare i crimini notturni che 
avvengono nella città. Dopo che, tuttavia, una 
stazione televisiva in cerca di pubblico maggiore 
si interessa ai suoi filmati, le vicende registrate 
diventano molto più rischiose ed il “modus operandi” 
molto meno convenzionale. Caratterizzanti del 
film sono il cinico modo di operare di Bloom e la 
rappresentazione di un giornalismo che, piuttosto 
che avere a cuore una divulgazione veritiera 
degli avvenimenti, si cura di enfatizzarli o perfino 
distorcerli al fine di avere la massima audience. 
Nell’insieme un film piacevole e che non manca di 
atmosfere cupe e momenti di suspense. Consigliato.

ICONIC CULT MOVIES
Film Critics by Riccardo Rossi

NIGHTCRAWLER 
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Tullio InnergeeTullio Innergee
GOD OF THE DESERTGOD OF THE DESERT
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Male Model: Tullio Innergee 
    IG: xo_innergee 

Photographer: Gulnaz Sabirova 
    IG: your_storiesbysg

Wardrobe Credits: 
TrapWear Jumpsuit @trapwear_llc
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Photographer: 
Sitcom Toulouse 

    IG: toulousesitcom 
    FB: https://www.facebook.com/toulouse.sitcom 

    TW: https://twitter.com/sitcomtoulouse 
Model/Makeup Artist: 

Lea_mode.officiel toulouse @modeandyou agency toulouse 
    IG: lea_mode.officiel 

Photographer: 
Clairobscuretoulouse Hnewton 

    IG: hnewton31toulouse 
    FB: https://www.facebook.com/clairobscuretoulouse.hnewton.5/ 

Fashion Designer: 
Aquanatstyle32 

    IG: aquanatstyle32 
Other: 

Farm Studio 32 Gers France 
    IG: studiofarm32

TrapWear Jumpsuit @trapwear_llc
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Blazer: INC International Concepts Shirt:  
V-Neck Longline T-Shirt @boohoo  
Jeans: Smokerise @smokeriseofficial
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Male Model: Tullio Innergee 
    IG: xo_innergee 

Photographer: Gulnaz Sabirova 
    IG: your_storiesbysg

Wardrobe Credits: 
TrapWear Jumpsuit @trapwear_llc
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MARK ADAMS
To p  S h e l f

Photographer: Mark Adams 
    IG: wildgraphicsusa_photography 

    FB: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009122399781 
    WB: http://www.wildgraphicsusa.net 

Model: Jocelyn 
    IG: not 

Model: Eliza 
    IG: theelizakennelly 

Model: Victoria 
    IG: victoriamei_model 

Model: Kristen 
Model: Amber 

    IG: modelamberlleigh87 
Model: Felicia Ann Moyer 

    IG: feliciaannmodel 
Model: Lilyp 

    IG: not 
Makeup Artist: Betsy Cuadrado 

    IG: betsycuadrado 
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Model: Jocelyn 
    IG: not 

Model: Eliza 
    IG: theelizakennelly 

Model: Victoria 
    IG: victoriamei_model 

Model: Kristen 
Model: Amber 

    IG: modelamberlleigh87 
Photographer: Mark Adams 

    IG: wildgraphicsusa_photography 
    /odel: Felicia Ann Moyer 

    IG: feliciaannmodel 
Model: Lilyp 

    IG: not 
Makeup Artist: Betsy Cuadrado 

    IG: betsycuadrado
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Model: Jocelyn 
    IG: not 

Model: Eliza 
    IG: theelizakennelly 

Model: Victoria 
    IG: victoriamei_model 

Model: Kristen 
Model: Amber 

    IG: modelamberlleigh87 
Photographer: Mark Adams 

    IG: wildgraphicsusa_photography 
    /odel: Felicia Ann Moyer 

    IG: feliciaannmodel 
Model: Lilyp 

    IG: not 
Makeup Artist: Betsy Cuadrado 

    IG: betsycuadrado
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Francesco Patané Art
Ninfe

Asfalto e Acrilico su juta
140x120
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RYA N  D U N BA R
PLAID

Photographer: Ryan Dunbar 
    IG: ryandunbarphoto 

    WB: www.ryandunbarphotography.ca 
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist: Bojana Djukic 

    IG: beautybybojana 
Model: Jason Tyler Mclean @Swish Model Management 

    IG: swishmodels 
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Photographer: Ryan Dunbar
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist: Bojana Djukic

Model: Jason Tyler Mclean @Swish Model Management
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Coat - Top Man 
Turtle Neck - H&M 
Pants - H&M 
Belt - Calvin Klein 
Boots - Steve Mad-
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“avaaz”
Mads Sonne Bremholm @madssonne

Letterscapes - abstraction of words and actions
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Detail from the apartment “La Dolce Vita”, that belongs to the second villa.
A luxurious open space with jacuzzi and prestigious fireplace.

http://www.favolaumbra.it
E-mail: favola.umbria@gmail.com 
Instagram: @favola.umbra
Facebook: Favola Umbra

Available in AirBNB and more.

Available in AirBNB 

Ratings:
Airbnb.com: 5/5 (20 reviews)
Vrbo.com: 5/5 (53 reviews)
Google.com: 5/5 (19 reviews)
and more.
and more. vola.umbria@gmail.com 
Instagram: @favola.um-

“FAVOLA     UMBRA” VILLAS:
THE PLACE TO RENT IN HE MIDDLE OF ITALY, FOR UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES

66
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Favola Umbra is a huge property where there 
are two villas and a small cottage, old houses 
original 18th century recently restored with 
passion and attention to the preservation of 
the ancient original details and equipped 
with all the modern technological benefits, 
leaving intact the testimonies of the ancient 

stone farmhouses in the Umbrian countryside. 
The villas can be rented separately or totally 
thanks to the presence of luxury separated 
apartments. The ‘Voce degli Angeli’ Villa 

accommodates 12 people and is divided in two 
apartments, “Voce degli Angeli First” and 

“Voce of Angeli Ground”. The “Favola” Villa 
accommodates 16 people and is divided in 

four apartments: two on garden floor: “Dolce 
Vita” and “Colombe” and two upstairs: 
“Conviviale,” and “Piccolo Sogno”. The 

“Capannina” cottage accommodates 4 people. 
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Surrounded by the idyllic landscape of 
the picturesque hills of Umbria, between 

Assisi and the Trasimeno Lake, the Favola 
Umbra estate dominates the Nestor river 
valley , located in a central position next 

to the best art towns of central Italy, 
midway from Florence and Roma. Among 
wheat fields, olive groves and the private 
woodland ownership, the property covers 
about 60 hectares, welcoming its Guests in 
two old manor houses nestled among the 

flowers surrounding the court. Everything 
coexists in harmony together with a 

charming swimming pool, a solarium area 
with pergola, a huge garden BBQ area. 

The limpid waters of the two private lakes 
are reflecting the surrounding villages at 

sunset, making you able to living a fairytale 
of days gone.
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The view of the large swimming pool, 
which overlooks one of the two lakes of the 
property. A space available for guests, to 
relax and enjoy the sounds of nature. You 

can also see a little swimming pool, for 
children.
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SHASA DAVIES
Australian International Fashion Designer 

In Her Creativity of Fashion and Beauty

Shasa Davies is an Australian International Fashion Designer 

based in Southern Highlands, NSW. Born and raised in 

Papua, Indonesia. Shasa began her fashion career after 

migrating to Australia. Graduating from Billy Blue College, Shasa 

successfully completed her Bachelor of Design. In 2017 She proudly 

launched her own label, Shasada Australia and her collection was 

successfully sold around Asia. In 2019 her collection was accepted 

in America’s market and she proudly joined Flying Solo, the most 

popular fashion house in America. Last Year, 2020 was the first time 

Shasa had her own international show representing her Spring 

Summer Collection, Ready to wear at New York Fashion Week 

(NYFW2020) and hopefully next year Shasa can be able to travel 

back again to show her lates collection in Milano and Paris. 
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Hello Shasa. Welcome to The Style Researcher 
Magazine and thank you for this interview! Can you 
begin by telling us what inspired you to become a 
Fashion Designer?

Hello guys. Thank you for your interest in me. 
I would say by spending time with friends, (men 
especially), going out to have dinner, or watching 
movies. Without design inspiration, I often don’t 
have fuel for my creativity. I love to turn peoples 
imagination to life.

What artist would you like to work with or dress?

Jennifer Lopez and Taylor Swift. It is just my dream 
to have them wear one of my dresses from my 
Collection.

What is your favourite city?

New York because,  somehow it always brings me  
a lot of energy and I always feel brand new.

What Fashion Week do you want to be in next 
year/2022?
Milano and Paris Fashion week, hopefully by next 
year the borders are already open and we all can 
travel again and enjoy our Fashion week.

If you got the opportunity to collaborate with 
your fashion, What Fashion designer you want to 
collaborate with?

I have always wanted to collaborate with Victoria 
Beckham, I think her fashion style is really great 
and I would be honoured to work together with her.

INTERVIEW WITH 
SHASA DAVIES
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Photographer: Emanuel Arceo @emani_xchange 
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist: Maria Vernandes @mariavernandes24 

Makeup Artist: Celia Maria @veliacolkwein 
Photographer/Retoucher: Alexander Jumovic @shasada_official 

Accessory Designer/Wardrobe Stylist/Creative Director/Female Model/Publication/Fash-
ion Designer: Shasa Davies @shasada_official 
    FB: https://www.facebook.com/shasadavies 

    TW: https://twitter.com/pelangibiru 
    PT: http://www.pinterest.com/shasada81 

Female Model: Nicole Davies @allmighty_nicole 
Female Model: Alex Santiago @alexsantiagoo 

Female Model: Shusada @su.shada.a
Wardrobe Credits: 
Shasada Australia
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What is your fashion style?

I like body fit and unique things. I always love to be different from the others.

What do you always do every morning when you get up?

Well I always check my emails first, then shower and check my plan with 
my Assistant.  

Are you a morning person?

Yes, I am and I love to wake up early then do my activities.
What excited you for next year?

My first show in Australia Fashion week 2022. And I can’t wait for it.

If you could live in any country, what country you prefer?

Australia. Especially the place  I am now called Southern highlands, It is 
absolutely gorgeous. You should comes and visit here, I guarantee you will 
be fall in love with.

Do you have your own original quote to share?

Yes I do
“Fashion is not merely art, Fashion remains you of who you’re”

Thank you for this interview Shasa. We wish you the best in your life and 
your career!

Thank you. It has been a pleasure talking with you.

You can follow Shasa Davies on her Social media:
www.shasada.net / Instagram: @shasada_official / Facebook: Shasa 
Davies / Twitter @shasadavies
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THE STYLE RESEARCHER MAGAZINE IS IN THE FRONT 
ROW AGAINST ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION. 
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ABOUT LOVEABOUT LOVE
Raimondo Rossi
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Five images from “The Emotions of Fashion”, 
dedicated to same-sex couples. Love never leaves 

anyone behind, fortunately. The images are a 
tribute to the essence of a couple: love, respect and 
independence. An everyday choice to be together. 
The invisible linum bond that is in evidence in the 
photos is the metaphor of the magic connection 

always present. The harp, even while they are 
sleeping, is the metaphor of the music that surrounds 

a couple with harmony and grace.
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On Love

BY KHALIL GIBRAN

Then said Almitra, Speak to us of Love.
     And he raised his head and looked upon
the people, and there fell a stillness upon

them. And with a great voice he said:
     When love beckons to you, follow him,
     Though his ways are hard and steep.

     And when his wings enfold you yield to
him,

     Though the sword hidden among his
pinions may wound you.

     And when he speaks to you believe in
him,

     Though his voice may shatter your dreams
as the north wind lays waste the garden.

 
     For even as love crowns you so shall he
crucify you. Even as he is for your growth

so is he for your pruning.
     Even as he ascends to your height and

caresses your tenderest branches that quiver
in the sun,

     So shall he descend to your roots and
shake them in their clinging to the earth.

                                       •
     Like sheaves of corn he gathers you unto

himself.
     He threshes you to make you naked.

     He sifts you to free you from your husks.
     He grinds you to whiteness.

     He kneads you until you are pliant;
     And then he assigns you to his sacred

fire, that you may become sacred bread for
God’s sacred feast.

 
     All these things shall love do unto you

that you may know the secrets of your
heart, and in that knowledge become a

fragment of Life’s heart.
 

     But if in your fear you would seek only
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love’s peace and love’s pleasure,
     Then it is better for you that you cover

your nakedness and pass out of love’s
threshing-floor,

     Into the seasonless world where you
shall laugh, but not all of your laughter,

and weep, but not all of your tears.
                                      •

     Love gives naught but itself and takes
naught but from itself.

     Love possesses not nor would it be
possessed;

     For love is sufficient unto love.
 

     When you love you should not say,
“God is in my heart,” but rather, “I am

in the heart of God.”
     And think not you can direct the course

of love, for love, if it finds you worthy,
directs your course.

 
     Love has no other desire but to fulfil

itself.
     But if you love and must needs have

desires, let these be your desires:
     To melt and be like a running brook

that sings its melody to the night.
     To know the pain of too much tenderness.

     To be wounded by your own under-
standing of love;

     And to bleed willingly and joyfully.
     To wake at dawn with a winged heart

and give thanks for another day of loving;
     To rest at the noon hour and meditate

love’s ecstasy;
     To return home at eventide with grati-

tude;
     And then to sleep with a prayer for the

beloved in your heart and a song of praise
upon your lips.
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Concept/Art Direction: Ray Morrison (Raimondo Rossi) 
Photographer: Lorenzo Montagnoli 

Stylist: Linda Boranga 
MUA: Graziano Giommaroni 

Hair: Brothers Abagnale 
Models:

Gabriele Barbagallo 
Luca Volpi 

Costanza Bellucci
Elisa Maggiolaro
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Mermaids
Alex Sher
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Previous page: Pointe

Female Model/Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist: Anya Panchenko 
@anya.pnko 

Photographer: Alex Sher @alexsher_photo 
WB: alexsherphoto.com

This page: Eye Contact

Model: Mikaela Moody @moodymikaela 
Photographer: Alex Sher 
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Porcelain II (top)

Photographer: 
Alex Sher
Model/MUA/Hair Stylist: 
Violetta Palti

Porcelain (bottom)

Photographer: 
Alex Sher

Female Model: 
Sky Le Fleur 

@skyhardison
Female Model: 

Kristian Navarre 
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Green Breath

Photographer: Alex Sher
Model/Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist: 

Violetta Palti @ viopaltti
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Sunbathing

Photographer: Alex Sher
Female Model/Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist: 
Vlada Fox @ vladaisafox
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Water, one of the primary 
elements of nature guards 
its dark abyss against light 
and air. Whenever these 
two sneak in, the water 
mercilessly devours them. 
Yet its power gives in to the 
beauty, releasing the light and 
air it held captive. When a 
weightless beauty wrapped 
in light and air bubbles shines 
before my camera - the camera 
takes pictures on its own. I 
am just holding my breath.
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CONTACTS
http://www.favolaumbra.it
Instagram: @favola.umbra
Facebook: Favola Umbra
E-mail: favola.umbria@gmail.com 

RATINGS
Airbnb.com: 5/5 (20 reviews)

Vrbo.com: 5/5 (53 reviews)
Google.com: 5/5 (19 reviews)

and more.
and more. vola.umbria@gmail.com 

“FAVOLA     UMBRA” VILLAS:
THE PLACE TO RENT IN HE MIDDLE OF ITALY, FOR UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES

Available in AirBNB and more.

Prepared by MagCloud for Tina Kilberg. Get more at thestyleresearcher.magcloud.com.


